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Abstract

In this paper we propose an ontology (formal knowledge base) creation methodology based on integrating external ontologies into the one developed by a community of the domain experts. We present the MarcOntX agent, a service, which allows to automate the process of generating suggestions of changes to the ontology. The suggestions are inferred from the external sources, such as large corpora of documents or concepts introduced by the users. We show the feasibility of our approach within two use case scenarios.

Introduction

There are many scenarios within the ontology development process. Two basic approaches can be distinguished – (1) experts utilise their domain insight in the knowledge acquisition from scratch (collaborative ontology development) and (2) automatic NLP and machine learning methods are used for the processing of relevant resources and extracting knowledge from them (ontology learning). The collaborative creation is a dynamic process in which multiple developers participate, releasing subsequent versions of an ontology. There is a need of providing domain experts with a set of tools that will allow them to collaboratively develop ontologies. MarcOnt Portal, part of MarcOnt Initiative (Dabrowski 2006), is a tool designed for collaborative ontology development.

Sometimes, there is a need for the incorporation of a part of an external ontology into the MarcOnt ontology in order to improve it. Moreover, there are very data-intensive disciplines, for example bio-medicine, where it is not feasible to cover the whole domain only by collaborative means. In such cases ontology learning can help by producing possibly less precise and complex, but much broader ontologies enhancing the primary ontologies developed by experts. The main contribution of this paper is the design of the MarcOntX agent, a tool that supports easy (automatised) integration of the primary (collaborative) and external (e.g. learned) ontologies.

We further develop our motivations in next section. In the Section Design of the MarcOntX Agent, we discuss the design of the proposed solution to MarcOntX – a semi-automatic ontology integration tool. We describe the application and preliminary partial evaluation of the MarcOntX agent in Section Use Cases and Preliminary Evaluation. Finally we conclude the paper in Section Conclusions and Further Work.

Motivation

In this section we give an overview of the two main sources of our motivations and summary of related work. The general motivations are in line with the concrete use case examples in Section Use Cases and Preliminary Evaluation.

MarcOnt Initiative Perspective

MarcOnt Initiative is related to the librarian domain. MarcOnt is not only an ontology that conforms to the legacy bibliographic formats, MARC21, Dublin Core and BiBTeX. This initiative also provides domain experts with a set of tools for collaborative ontology development. These tools allow translation between other bibliographic formats supported by technologies for efficient reasoning and querying the knowledge base. The most important tools are MMS – MarcOnt Mediation Services and RDFT – RDF Translator.

MarcOnt ontology The MarcOnt ontology is a central point of MarcOnt Initiative. This ontology not only plays the role of an aggregation format, but also is a mediation format in the MarcOnt Mediation Services translation process. The MarcOnt ontology combines concepts from several bibliographic description formats and mediates between digital libraries using different metadata. Thus the ontology requires input from many people, especially domain experts.

Another tool delivered as a part of MarcOnt Initiative is MarcOnt Portal. This tool is responsible for the collaborative ontology development (see Fig. 1). Community members suggest changes (e.g. additional classes, properties, concepts) to the ontology. Other members annotate the suggestions and discuss their validity. On the base of these discussions, the members of MarcOnt community can vote for or against the changes.

JeromeDL digital library All resources in JeromeDL are semantically annotated using MarcOnt ontology. The de-
MarcOntX agent’s design is perfectly suited for this integration role within ontology lifecycle scenario.

Related Work

Current research in the ontology management process related to the digital library domain involves many different approaches. These approaches concern issues from ontology versioning (Noy & Musen 2003) to the general ontology management frameworks (Iverson 2004). However, only a few propose extension of the collaboration ontology development process with other methodologies in technical point of view (Haase, Völker, & Sure 2005).

There exist various general methodologies of ontology development (Noy & Klein 2004; Fernandez-Lopez, Gomez-Perez, & Juristo 1997). They concern the whole cycle of ontology development, inspired either by the software lifecycle (Fernandez-Lopez, Gomez-Perez, & Juristo 1997) or by more specific and application-oriented demands (Noy & Klein 2004). All of these lack orientation to collaborative and distributed development, which has become very popular recently. (Schaffert, Gruber, & Westenthaler 2006) offers a wiki-based mechanism of distributed ontology development. Nonetheless, there is no support for automatic tools that are essential in data-intensive settings of the current web. Current methodologies or tools seldom propose or implement a concrete and efficient way of how to facilitate the integration of the two important parts of ontology creation – the ontology learning and the collaborative development. Therefore we present a possible universal solution to this task within the MarcOntX agent in this article.

Design of the MarcOntX Agent

In the overview of MarcOntX agent (see Fig. 3) the $O_E$ is an external ontology that contains possible extensions applicable to the master community ontology (represented with $O_W$). The MarcOntX agent compares the $O_E$ ontology with the dump of $O_W$ ($O_{W/D}$) and generates the suggestions that are proposed to the community. The DL-specific suggestion generation is described in the next section. The process which is implemented in the MarcOntX agent is introduced in Section General Point of View.
Suggestions Generation for the DL Domain

Digital libraries domain is not like any other, as it spans over many disparate topics from its very nature. DL systems address the needs of various users, therefore delivering one ontology for this domain is a very difficult process. Metadata solutions that have been adopted so far are either too generic as DublinCore, or perhaps too precise and heavy-weighted as MARC21. MarcOnt Initiative aims to deliver an ontology that would fulfill the requirements of various types of users. The ontology is collaboratively maintained within MarcOnt Portal. However, as building a community of various domain experts and library users is still on the way; there is a need of more independent means of delivering suggestions to the experts.

The suggestions of changes in the ontology are drawn to the MarcOnt Portal with the MarcOntX agent (see Fig. 3). The agent gathers RDF data from JeromeDL through JeromeDL’s RDF Query engine (Kruk, Decker, & Zieborak 2005). In the next phase, loosely coupled RDF triples are converted to the format compliant with the MarcOnt suggestions format (part of OWL-DL ontology). This conversion process is realized with the RDF Translator tool (RDFT). RDFT converts input RDF data according to the provided rules. MarcOntX then produces a set of suggestions as an output. Currently, suggestions described in Section Use Cases and Preliminary Evaluation are supported, however, we work on their extension by natural language recommendations generated according to the universal algorithms described in the next section.

General Point of View

Possible extension of a master ontology $O_W$ by elements contained in an external ontology $O_E$ naturally corresponds to the differences between them. Particularly, the possible extensions equal to the additions $O_E$ brings into $O_W$. However, the number of the additions can be quite large, so an ordering that takes a relevance measure of possible suggestions into account is needed. Thus we can for example eliminate suggestions with low relevance level when presenting the final set to the users (without overwhelming them with a large amount of possibly irrelevant suggestions). The suggestions are not meant to be exhaustive. They should rather identify a reasonable area of focus for the community, typically when extending the precise working ontology by possibly less precise, but very broad results of ontology learning. And eventually, as the users are generally supposed to be laymen with respect to ontology engineering, the suggestions should be as simple and intuitive as possible (preferably in natural language). Algorithm 1 describes this basic idea in the form of a meta-code.

### Algorithm 1 Meta-algorithm of suggestion generation

| Require: $O_E, O_W$ — ontologies in RDF-based format |
| Require: $PREF \neq \emptyset$ — set of user preferences |

```
1: $T_E \leftarrow \text{makeRDFTriples}(O_E)$
2: $T_W \leftarrow \text{makeRDFTriples}(O_W)$
3: $\text{DIFF} \leftarrow \text{semVersion.getSemanticDiff}(T_E, T_W)$
4: $\text{TRIPLES} \leftarrow \text{DIFF.getAdded}()$
5: $\text{SORTED} \leftarrow \text{sortTriples(}\text{TRIPLES, PREF})$
6: $\text{SUGG} \leftarrow \emptyset$
7: for $T \in \text{SORTED}$ do
8: $\text{SUGG} \leftarrow \text{SUGG} \oplus \text{getNL}(T)$
9: end for
10: return $\text{SUGG}$
```

The $\text{makeRDFTriples}()$ function creates RDF triples from non-RDF ontologies (thus being identity for RDF input). It is based on a simple method described in (Tablan et al. 2006). The method is not lossless in general (e. g., the precise semantics of complex OWL structures like union or other sophisticated constructors is not preserved). However, as was said before, we aim at the autonomous production of fairly simple suggestions, therefore the losses are not necessarily harmful. The suggestions are produced in the form of a very simple natural language statements. These are obtained directly from the sorted triples, using a minor modification of the generation process (the $\text{getNL()}$ function) described in (Tablan et al. 2006)

Concrete examples of natural language suggestions are shown in the next section.

The system has to be able to process thousands of possible extensions from learned ontologies. The most important element is the sorting of the triples in the extending set. As a possible solution to this task, we have proposed and implemented a method (the $\text{sortTriples}()$ function).

Its core is sorting according to a relevance computation based on string subsumption and Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966). These two measures are used within relevance computation by comparing the predicate, subject and object lexical labels of a triple to two sets $S_p, S_n$ of words,

Note that the complexity of sorting itself mostly contributes to the overall complexity of the relevance-based sorting of suggestions. As can be found out from Algorithm 2, the complexity is in $O(mn^2 + m \log m)$ ($m$ – number of triples, $n$ – number of words in the preference sets, $l$ – maximal length of a word in triple labels, basically a constant), which gives $O(m(n + \log m))$. As the size of the sets of user preferences can be practically treated as constant, we obtain the $O(m \log m)$ complexity class with respect to the number of triples, which is feasible.
provided by users. The \( S_p \) and \( S_n \) sets contain preferred and unwanted words respectively, concerning the lexical level of optimal extensions.

A relevance score function is crucial in the sorting algorithm. It is given by the formula:

\[
getScore(T, S_p, S_n) = rel(T, S_p) - rel(T, S_n),
\]

where \( rel(T, S) \) is a function measuring the relevance of the triple \( T \) with respect to the words in the set \( S \). The higher the value, the more relevant the triple is. We develop the relevance function in detail in Algorithm 2. Concrete examples of the sorting performance and its preliminary evaluation are provided in the following section.

The function naturally measures the “closeness” of the \( P, S, O \) labels to the set of terms in \( S_w \). The value of 1 is achieved when the label is a direct substring of or equals to any word in \( S_w \) or vice versa. When the label’s Levenshtein distance from a word in \( S_w \) is lesser than or equal to a defined threshold \( t \), the relevance decreases from 1 by a value proportional to fraction of the distance and \( t \). If even this is not the case (the label’s distance is greater than \( t \) for each word in \( S_w \)), the similar principle is applied for possible wordparts of the label and the relevance is further proportionally decreased (minimal possible value being 0).

**Use Cases and Preliminary Evaluation**

The first use case is related to the digital library domain; it presents the automatic suggestion generation from the data stored in JeromeDL digital library. The use case highlights the improvement of the collaborative ontology development (in this case – the MarcOnt ontology) with automatic suggestions created with MarcOntX. The second use case is related to the translation medicine domain. It highlights that the MarcOntX agent can be applied in any other domain, in this example – the bio-medicine domain.

**Digital Library Domain**

Digital libraries domain is not like any other; it spans over all possible topics; digital library systems address needs of various users; to deliver one ontology for this domain is a very hard process. Therefore, metadata solutions delivered for the libraries, so far, are either as generic as DublinCore, or as precise and heavy-weighted as MARC21. MarcOnt Initiative aims to deliver an ontology that would answer requirements of various types of users; the ontology is collaboratively maintained with MarcOnt Portal. However, building a community of various domain experts and library users is still on the way; we need some more independent means of delivering suggestions to this community.

MarcOntX allows to suggest changes to the ontology based on the requirements gathered from the JeromeDL (Kruk, Decker, & Zieborak 2005) users. Uploading process in JeromeDL adopts research on folksonomies (Mika 2005); users are free to use any properties to annotate publications; each property is referenced by an URI or a short name. In the latter case, if the property is not recognized as a property from the MarcOnt ontology, a new property is created in the MarcOntX namespace\(^5\). This approach allows users to semantically annotate publications, and contribute to the development of the ontology at the same time.

The MarcOntX agent (see Fig. 4), which runs on MarcOnt Portal, executes an RDF query (see Fig. 5) on known JeromeDL instances; an RdfQuery servlet delivers a secure read-only access to the world-open part of information in the JeromeDL. The query retrieves all MarcOntX properties (see Fig. 6) together with objects they point to, and their types, if possible. A reasoning with RDFTranslator\(^6\) (see

---

\(^5\)MarcOntX namespace: http://www.marcont.org/xontology

\(^6\)RDFTranslator: http://www.marcont.org/xontology
Ontology Lifecycle in the Bio-medicine Domain

Figure 9 shows the application of the MarcOntX agent when producing suggestions on extension of a bio-medical ontology by knowledge learned from domain resources (scientific publications, medical records etc.). A mapping between the learned ontology and master ontology $O_W$ is established by automatic means. The ontologies are merged according to these mappings. Suggestions are produced from the comparison of the merged and the former $O_W$ ontology and passed to the community members in order to assist them when extending $O_W$ by the learned knowledge.

Even though this is an abstract example with no evaluation, we have already implemented the part we claim to be most crucial, as specified in Section Design of the MarcOntX Agent. It is the relevance-based sorting algorithm. As a proof of concept, we performed its preliminary evaluation on a set of 19 randomly selected triples from the ChEBI, GO, UMLS and Wikipedia bio-medical resources. The $S_p, |S_p| = 10$ and $S_n, |S_n| = 6$ sets were artificially designed to express interest in diseases and their symptoms and unconcern in chemical terminology and particular patients. We ran three sortings $t_1, t_2, t_3$ with no, structure and content preferences respectively. Samples of sorted triples and their relevance are given in Figure 10.

We evaluated the correctness of placement of particular triples in the relevance scale according to the defined preferences. Table 1 shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triple</th>
<th>Rel &gt; 0</th>
<th>Rel = 0</th>
<th>Rel &lt; 0</th>
<th>Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>has-form(GVH disease, acute)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>84.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhibit(steroids, tissue swelling)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>78.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has-name(Patient, John Smith)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>78.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Relevance–based sorting evaluation results

The average ratio of 80.7% correctly placed triples (with no single triple considered irrelevant when stated relevant by the algorithm and vice versa) has confirmed our design objective so far. Nonetheless, tests with real user community must be performed in order to carry out proper evaluation.

![Figure 4: Generating MarcOntX suggestions](http://library.deri.ie/RdfQuery?q=SeRQL&q=CONSTRUCT a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} FROM a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} WHERE b LIKE 'xontology*')

![Figure 5: An example of a MarcOntX query](http://library.deri.ie/RdfQuery?q=CONSTRUCT a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} FROM a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} WHERE b LIKE 'xontology*')

![Figure 6: Input RDF from JeromeDL](http://library.deri.ie/RdfQuery?q=CONSTRUCT a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} FROM a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} WHERE b LIKE 'xontology*')

![Figure 7: RDFT Rules for MarcOntX](http://library.deri.ie/RdfQuery?q=CONSTRUCT a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} FROM a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} WHERE b LIKE 'xontology*')

![Figure 8: Result OWL/RDF suggestions](http://library.deri.ie/RdfQuery?q=CONSTRUCT a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} FROM a b c.\{ c rdf:type e\} WHERE b LIKE 'xontology*')

---

6RDFTranslator: http://rdft.marcont.org

---


8The distribution of (ir)relevant triples would be most probably different in a real data-intensive environment, with much more triples in the Rel = 0 column, as the expert preferences cannot generally cover the extension space in whole.
Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, we presented the idea of extending community ontology using automatically generated suggestions. We also introduced the MarcOntX agent that implements the idea. As a proof of concept, we provided a use case that highlights the benefits of applying the MarcOntX agent to the digital library domain. Another application scenario, related to the bio-medicine domain, supports the universal perspective of our approach.

We have delivered an application prototype in the digital library domain. We have implemented and tested the most important part from the general point of view – the relevance-based sorting of suggestions. However, we need to implement the rest of presented algorithms in order to make the MarcOntX concept universally applicable in the ontology lifecycle scenario. Subsequent evaluation in real industry domains is needed then as well.
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